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Abstract: Numerous organizations, including local governments, health, and medical institutions, and even the WHO, have expressed
concern about the fatality and transmission rates of this illness due to the rapid increase in monkeypox cases around the world.
Monkeypox illness and the COVID-19 virus have a very similar pattern of spread. The number of reported cases worldwide has
increased in recent months, continuing the same trend as COVID-19. The characteristics and signs of the monkeypox virus are similar
to those of any other viral illness. The main signs and symptoms are fever, chills, fatigue, headache, etc. At this juncture, the diagnosis
is a significant challenge. Another challenge is posed by the disease when the obvious symptoms occur like rashes on the skin. The
problem with these specific symptoms is that their appearance resembles other diseases like Chickenpox, Cowpox, and so on. Thus, the
correct classification and proper diagnosis of the disease are tough and strenuous. Thus, for efficient and correct classification of this
severe epidemic, a neural network-based solution is proposed, which classifies the disease at its initial stage with a competent accuracy
rate of 94.38%. the proposed solution is excelling the diagnosis problem by performing efficient classification.
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1. Introduction
The monkeypox virus, which belongs to the genus

Orthopoxvirus in the family Poxviridae, causes the disease.
Since 1 January 2022, more than 31799 cases have been
reported [1], [2]. Though this number may seem very small
compared to the timespan, the possibility of unreported
cases can not be ignored. Though the number of reported
deaths is limited to only 12, as the probability of unreported
cases exists, these numbers can not be considered conclu-
sive. The data come from 90 countries, so the list is not
exhaustive. The reported cases mostly come from develop-
ing and developed countries, bolstering the underreporting
of the cases [3], [4].

In the previous outbreak of the novel Coronavirus or
COVID-19, health facilities and the medical system were
directly hit, and many people succumbed to the disease
for various reasons. In the developed countries, the cases
and deaths were reported with the best accuracy and for
that reason, the countries with an open economy and
democratic government seem to be worst hit by the COVID-
19 virus [5], [6]. The reported cases of deaths till September
2, 2022, around the globe are depicted in figure 1. The scale

in the bottom left corner of the graph depicts the varying
magnitude of the reported deaths around the globe. The
scale goes from dark green to dark red, which shows the
transition from the no death cases reported to the highest
death cases reported in the world. The Light green or yellow
color represents a moderate number of such cases.

Figure 1. Worldwide reported deaths(COVID-19)
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From the graph (fig.1), it is quite obvious that the
counties with more open and free media reported a higher
number of casualties instead of having a lesser population
than the countries with less open media. The worldwide
cases (reported) of monkeypox are shown in fig. 2. The
scale in the bottom left corner of the graph shows the chang-
ing number of reported confirmed cases around the world.
The scale has a color range from dark green (leftmost) to red
(rightmost) and yellowish color in between. The dark green
color represents the least to no cases reported and the dark
red color represents the most number of cases reported and
the color in between both of them represents the moderate
number of reported cases.

Figure 2. Worldwide reported confirmed cases (Monkeypox)

In fig.2 it can be observed that the more developed coun-
tries, in the initial phase of the outbreak, start reporting the
most number of cases. This trend, in both graphs(fig1&2),
can be attributed to various factors like better medical
facilities, a better economy, and independent media houses.
On the other hand, the countries with the least number of
casualties or reported cases are either undeveloped nations
or have a closed economy or state-controlled media [7].

The countries from the African continents are among
the least impacted countries, according to the observation
from both the graphs for both the diseases but in reality the
poor medical and health infrastructure and weak economy
can be the main factor [8]. In these nations, either people
do not have access to the hospitals like the other developed
nations or they do not report the case deliberately to the
authorities [9].

Monkeypox spreads in various modes, some with di-
rect contacts like skin-to-skin contact with the monkeypox
rashes or body fluids. Another model by using objects of the
infected person [10]. Respiratory secretion also can spread.
Making intimate contact also can contribute to the spread
of the virus. Pregnant women can also spread the virus
through the placenta to their foetuses. The prior symptoms
appear within three weeks of exposure to the virus. The first
symptoms resemble the common flu-like headache, fever,
chills, swollen lymph nodes, exhaustion, muscle aches,

backache, and respiratory symptoms, e.g., sore throat, nasal
congestion, and cough [11], [12]. These prior symptoms are
followed by more disease-specific symptoms like rashes on
the skin [13], [14]. Some people have these symptoms in
swap order, and few may experience only rashes. But the
general symptoms occur as discussed in the first case.

The main problem occurs in the phase of the appearance
of the secondary symptoms, i.e. when the rashes occur on
the skin. The appearance of the rashes is so close to other
diseases like Chickenpox, cowpox, measles, smallpox, and
so on [15], [16].

This raises the problem of the misdiagnosis of the
disease if the diagnosis phase is performed manually. . Thus,
the main concerns of the article are

• To tackle this problem of misclassification of the
disease, based on the visual interpretation of the
features present in the symptoms.

• To extend and explore the robustness of neural
network - based classification systems in the domain
of health and disease detection

The model classifies the input images to their respective
and true class of the present disease in the image. Though
there exists an entire class of models that are utilized
in the medical and health field as the outbreak of the
diseases is very recent there are not many such networks
that can deal with such problems as discussed in the prior
section. The model achieves an accuracy of 94.38% on the
unseen dataset and hence ensures that classification and the
diagnosis of the disease are done with the best accuracy
percentage rate possible.

2. Motivation for theWork
• To contribute to enhancing the guard a gainst the

deadly virus:

Though the monkeypox virus is not new and has been
detected around 1958 in a lab in Denmark and classified as
an illness, the sudden outbreak of this virus around the globe
has raised the world’s concern [1]. The worst experience
witnessed by the world during various waves of the COVID-
19 virus is the motivation to produce the piece of work.
During COVID-19 entire world was unprepared and under-
prepared at its best [17]. Because of this under-preparedness
and weak and inefficient medical infrastructure, the world
faced the heaviest loss of lives in the wave phase. The work
has been produced with the vision of improving the system
so the disease can be diagnosed at its early stages.

• Resolution for the potential misdiagnosed disease:

As monkeypox disease is a disease that is related to the
skin and the most prominent and obvious symptoms are
seen on the skin of the patient, there is the possibility that
the diagnosis can be quite difficult as there exist many
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other diseases like measles, cowpox, Chickenpox and so
on which give the similar impression as Monkeypox gives
on the skin [18]. The erroneous diagnosis at the primary
stage can worsen the situation as the medications and
treatment largely depend on the initial phases, like diagnosis
and symptoms [19]. This work is proposed to classify the
disease with the best accuracy to solve the proximity of the
appearance of various diseases like Monkeypox.

• Providing alternatives and more feasible options
to perform diagnosis:

In the studies, Monkeypox has been attributed to a disease
with high virulence and transmissibility. In such a scenario,
the traditional walk-in methods to get diagnosed may act
as one of the triggering points to an outbreak of the virus
in a particular region or sub-region [4], [20]. On the other
hand, if the proposed model is mounted on mobile phone
devices accessible to most people around the world, it is
quite easy and efficient to diagnose the disease, and they
can be tagged as infected, and their proper treatment can
be suggested [21]. This does not help the patient suffer
less because of all those extra precautionary steps required
before going anywhere. Still, also it helps the government
and higher authorities to tag and classify area(s) based on
the number of patients.

• Introducing self-diagnosis devices to prevent su-
per spreading conditions.

At the time of the outbreaks, the situation is most likely to
be panic which means that the public is in a rush because
of the uncertainty. The people prepare on a personal level
by stocking the essential needs, getting the medicine, and
in the condition of initial symptoms, the public rush to the
hospital or medical facilities to get the proper diagnosis of
the underlying medical condition [22]. In such cases, when
the masses of the public are gathered around the places
like hospitals, these places behave like hotspots and super-
spreaders [23], [24]. The reason is that medical and health
amenities are very few available facilities during the sudden
outbreak. And when people rush to such places, they may
spread the virus or get it from other infected people [25].
When people have a device that can diagnose and detect
the conditions based on such classifications, the patient can
order or get the medications prescribed by the doctor. This
would save time as there is no need to go anywhere, and
the treatment would be available on the go.

3. ResearchMethodology
The entire research method has been crafted with the

best possible and optimal solutions to the sub-phases in-
volved in the entire method. The first step is the collection
of the dataset sample, followed by preprocessing the raw
images. Then the outcome of this step is the final dataset
split into two parts and loaded into the objects. Further
phases are the construction of the model, followed by train-
ing and testing. The final phase of the whole methodology

is analyzing and discussing the results over the results
obtained. Every step in the research methodology has been
selected and designed among all the possible candidates by
considering the associated challenges and the advantages
compared to the other steps to achieve the same task.
From the collection of the dataset to the parameters over
which the model’s performance is discussed and every other
step involved in between, every minor detail is considered,
and other possible methods to achieve the corresponding
goal. Consider the very first step of the data collection.
There are various methods by employing which the goal
can be achieved but the authors finalized the collection
by the method of scraping and cleaning the dataset as the
employed method (scraping) can accumulate a large amount
of data (relevant and irrelevant) in a shorter amount of time
compared to any other manual method. Similarly, for model
selection and construction, the transfer learning method is
employed to save training time. Though the model can be
built from scratch and would take a greater amount of time
to train such a model as compared to the model which is
finalized using the transfer learning method.

Figure 3. Research Methodology

4. Experimentation
The method to conduct research and find conclusive

results have been divided into sub-phases, and each phase
is decisive in its merit. By considering the gravity of the
task, the sensitivity of the data, and the significance of
the results and conclusions that the study will produce, the
authors have given each phase time and intense attention.
While considering every aspect and potential outcome of
such steps, the authors carefully designed the workflow of
the research proposed (see fig. 1). As the medical condition
is currently getting pace and more and more data is being
available, the authors started the process to search suitable
data which is compatible and follows all the guidelines and
ethos of the medical practices. The preprocessing phase
wand loading then follows the data collection. The model is
built in the next phase, and then training starts. The output
of the training and testing phase is discussed in the end.

The following subsequent sections discuss different
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measures that constitute the experimentation phase.

A. Data Collection
Since the global outbreak of Monkeypox in various

countries and places, the data about the disease, for instance,
the medical conditions and visuals of the symptoms, have
been accumulated around the globe. The visual dataset may
include images of various features of the symptoms [6].
Other statistical datasets can store information like the
readings of the various values in the body of the patient.
Though features are rich and have great variety, selecting
the correct dataset poses a challenge [26]. Another problem
with the process of the collection of the dataset is its
authenticity. On the internet, the large number of data
available also raises concerns about the authenticity of the
dataset.

The third problem is about the consent of the data
sharing by the patient. Generally, every country has a law
that gives the patient the right to deny sharing data. Consid-
ering every such situation in mind, the authors performed
the search for the best possible solution. They found the
dataset, which is accumulated using web-scarping and PoC,
is published on biorxiv.org. The authors consider it authentic
as it follows every rule, and the paper has taken care of
all the terms and conditions. The individuals involved in
collecting data make sure to secure the patient’s identity
and to achieve that, they block the eyes of the patient. Few
more similar measures have been carried out with the intent
to preserve the privacy of a patient.

The collected dataset has image samples of Chickenpox,
cowpox, measles, monkeypox, and smallpox. The dataset
also contains images of healthy skin to differentiate the
diseases from each other and that healthy skin. In that
manner, six classes of the image samples are in the dataset,
and the class names are represented by the folder names
inside the main dataset directory. The number of samples
in the various sub-directories varies. The subdirectories or
classes named Monkeypox, Chickenpox, Smallpox, Cow-
pox, Measles, and Healthy have the images 1200, 1004,
1102, 935, 1045, and 1156 in order. In total, in the raw and
original dataset, there are 6442 image samples collectively.
This skewed structure of the main dataset may produce
issues and hurt the performance of the model to a great
extent by adding unintended bias in the model because
of the imbalance in the dataset that is going to be used
as training and validation of the model. These issues are
addressed and discussed in-depth in the following sections.
A few of the samples are shown, in figure 2.

B. Experimentation setup
Experimentation in its entirety has been performed on

the instance of the Google Colab environment. Google
Colab is a SaaS utility provided by Google which runs
the Jupyter notebook instance, and hardware resources are
provided in varying capacities according to the selected
plan. Google Colab provides two plans: Google Colab paid
and Google Colab Free. The authors chose the second

Figure 4. Collected data samples

version, i.e., the Google Colab Free edition. The Free
edition is loaded with 13 GB of memory or RAM and
12 GB of Graphical Memory. The GPU is NVIDIA Tesla
K80 GPU which is optimized to perform deep learning and
machine learning tasks. It also supports CUDA, a library
capable of making the most of provided GPU. Apart from
GPU and RAM, the collab instance also provides storage
space in varying ranges to keep the files and temporary
data. The range of this space varies from 40 Gigabytes
to 70 Gigabytes. Every Google Colab instance is accessed
through a web client. In the experimentation discussed in
this study, the Google Chrome web browser is employed
to access the Colab. The Chrome browser is installed on
the machine running Pop Os 22.04 LTS with the support of
8GB of RAM and an Intel i5 processor clocked at 2GHz.

C. Preprocessing
The dataset, in raw format, has various issues and hence

requires preprocessing to enhance and make it compatible
to be used as the training and validation dataset. The
following sub-sections discuss all the necessary steps in this
preprocessing phase.

1) Normalization (Standardization):
As the dataset is collected by scraping online websites

there is a strong possibility that the collected samples may
not be having the same inherent parameters. For instance,
one image sample may have high contrast and the other
one may constitute high brightness amount. This disparity
of the magnitudes in the properties of the images presents a
challenge for the classification as the trained model on non-
standardized data may not have acceptable accuracy after
the unseen image samples [27].

2) Denoising:
Various samples, taken under varying lighting condi-

tions, using different camera sensors; would eventually have
a certain amount of noise in them. The amount and type
of the noise may vary depending on the conditions but
the presence of the noise participates in the overfitting and
hence model starts learning from noise instead of signals.
To address the issue of noise presence, a simple technique
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named blurring is applied in the preprocessing phase to
reduce the noise in the image samples [28].

3) Discarding unusable samples:
Few image samples in the collected dataset have the

extreme value of black and white and they are not rec-
ognizable. As they serve as outliers and hence thwart
the accuracy, they are discarded before the final dataset
is prepared. A simple algorithm that sums up the total
pixel between two values[whitish and blackish] and then
calculates the percentage presence or participation in the
image of such pixel values in the range determines whether
the image would be kept in the final dataset or not. If the
participation overshoots the predefined threshold then the
image is discarded on the go [29] [30].

4) Data Augmentation:
As the number of samples is very limited in each class

of the dataset, the authors performed the data augmentation
and generated new images based on various basic trans-
formations named rotation, noise adding, flipping, shear
and zoom. Each method on its own and, if combined
with other transformation(s), produces new samples. The
augmented dataset has a total of 84465 images which
are distributed over the 6 classes as Monkeypox have
15084 samples, Chickenpox has 12847 samples, Smallpox
has 17542 samples, Cowpox has 13853 samples, Measles
has 12094 samples and Healthy class has 13045 samples
respectively The augmentation breaks the initial barrier of
insufficient data, which could lead to the underfitting of the
model [31].

5) Removal of imbalance in the dataset:
As the augmented dataset has more than 39k images, the

model can be fed with this data to start the learning phase.
But though the amount of data is sufficient, the distribution
of the samples of the dataset over the class is inconsistent.
Hence, the current state of the dataset can be considered
skewed, which may pose a challenge in the training as it
would introduce unintended bias in training for a class with
more data samples. This would lead to misclassification, and
the post-training model would be partial towards the class
with greater samples during the model’s training phase.
The authors have proposed two solutions to overcome this
problem: further augmentation and normalization of the
count. While considering all the aspects of each approach,
the authors concluded that it would be superior and better
to opt for the second approach, normalization, because
further data augmentation would lead to the addition of
noise. The samples would be repeated, reducing the overall
quality of the dataset. On the other hand, normalizing the
number of data samples concerning the class with the least
samples would not be prone to such issues. Hence the
authors prepared the dataset that has 12000 samples in each
class (concerning the Measles class having 12094 image
samples). The augmented samples from the final dataset
have been shown in figure 3.

Figure 5. Augmented data samples

D. Dataset Splitting and Loading
Now as the finalized dataset have 12094 samples in

each class, the samples can be split into training split,
validation split, and testing split. By utilization of the im-
age dataset from directory function Keras module, the
final dataset directory is iterated over and the first object
named train ds is assigned with the dataset’s samples. The
function image dataset from directory takes arguments
like the path of the dataset which is a string indicating the
absolute path of the directory containing all the classes(sub-
directory). The second parameter is the validation split
which is the decimal value indicating the split ratio of the
entire dataset. In this case, the value of validation split
is 0.2 which means that 20% i.e. 14400 images would be
kept in the validation split, and remaining of the images i.e.
70% of the dataset or 50400 images would be kept in the
training split. The test split contains 10% of the entire data
set i.e. 7200 images would be in the testing split and each
class would contain 1200 images. The subset parameter is
assigned value as training which indicates that the object
contains a dataset for training the model. Image size is kept
as 229x229 and batch size is kept as 10. In the same manner,
the val ds object is initialized which would contain 20%
or 14400 of the total images i.e. 72000 images that would
be used for validation. All the other parameters are kept
identical.

E. Model Details and Construction
1) Introduction

For the identification and classification of the images
containing features of the diseases, a deep neural network
model named InceptionV3 is used in the experimentation
phase. The InceptionV3 model differs from the traditional
CNN in various manners. First, the structure of InceptionV3
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is different from the normal CNN. The stacking of the layers
in a traditional CNN would follow the sequential structure
but in the case of the InceptionV3 model the layers are intro-
duced in a parallel fashion and the blocks(containing layers
in a parallel manner) are stacked sequentially. Secondly, the
traditional CNN model has some specific layers in them like
the convolutional layer, pooling layer, and activation layer
but in the case of InceptionV3, there are additional layers
like concatenation, both of the pooling layers.

The third difference comes from the parameter numbers
and the resource requirements. Deep neural networks are
recognized as resource-hungry networks which with the
deepening of the model increase the number of parameters
and hence also require the resources to train those param-
eters. Unlike the traditional CNN, the InceptionV3 model,
despite being a deep neural network does not require as
much memory and resources as its counterpart. The Incep-
tionV3 model is 48 layers deep and very resource efficient
as compared to the normal CNN with the same depth. This
feature of being resource efficient can be attributed to the
implementation of the various layers in various blocks of the
InceptionV3 model. Various techniques like factorization
of the normal convolutions into the smaller convolutions
which reduces the number of parameters by 28% and into
the asymmetric convolutions which reduce the number of
parameters by 33%.

The introduction of convolutional layers with various
filter sizes in a parallel manner allows the model to learn
the small and large features in the image together. Another
technique named auxiliary classifier fusion is used in which
the second auxiliary classifier head is introduced before the
main classifier head of the model. This block serves as
the module which prevents the overfitting of the model by
stopping the vanishing gradient problem. This is done by the
error calculation at the auxiliary head and back-propagating
weight updation.

All the mentioned operations are performed inside the
blocks. Each block has a different number of parameters
and the operation it performs also differs. For instance,
the factorization, normal and asymmetric, is performed in
the Inception block which contains the convolutional and
pooling layer in a parallel fashion. The channel reduction
is performed in another block named the Reduction block.
The auxiliary classifier head is introduced with a different
branch that does not impact the main classifier head directly.

2) Construction
The InceptionV3 model is constructed by stacking a first

convolutional block CBA, which contains 3 convolutional
layers with a filter size of 3x3 and many filters as 32,32,
and 64, respectively. The strides used in these layers are 2,
1, and 1 respectively. After the CBA pooling layer is used
with the MaxPooling variant having the filter size as 3x3
and stride as 2. The 3rd and 4th layers are convolutional
layers having filter sizes of 1x1 and 3x3 and strides of 1 and
1 respectively. After this sequence the first Inception block

IBA is introduced and is repeated 3 times. The outcome
of this is sent to the reduction block named RA which
is followed by 4 inception blocks named IB. The branch
after the 4th IB is bifurcated. The output from the previous
IB is sent to the auxiliary classifier head (CHAux) and
another is sent to the main classifier head (CHMain). The
CHAux consists of the 5x5 average pooling followed by
1x1 convolution and 2 fully connected layers. The main
classifier head or CHMain is followed by another reduction
block named RB which is followed by another inception
block named IC repeated twice. The following layer is the
global average pooling layer and the last two layers in
CHMain are fully connected layers.

The schematic diagram of the InceptionV3 model has
been depicted in figure 4.

F. Hyperparameters and Helper functions initialization
Every classification task or task that deals with neural

networks require the assertion of a set of parameters that
determine the training phase of the model. Various aspects
like the convergence of the model, the pace with which
the model learns, the required resources, and many such
crucial facets depend upon the set of parameters, called
hyperparameters, which are needed to be declared before
the training commencement. In this study, the set of hyper-
parameters is the learning rate, number of epochs, optimizer
function that would be used for gradient descent, loss
function, and the type of metrics that would be monitored
to get an insight into the model’s performance.

The hyperparameters are the requirement to start the
training. Still, another set of parameters is optional but
is highly promoted to be used and initialized before the
training. This set of parameters is named the callback func-
tions. These helper functions facilitate a few features like
post-training visualization and provide immunity against the
overfitting case of the training. The first candidate from
the list of callbacks is named the tensorboard visualization,
which stores the training logs like the number of epochs,
the number of iterations, the accuracy and loss achieved
during the entire training phase, and so on. These values
can be used once the training is finished and one wants to
visualize the trends of that phase.

These values can be used once the training is finished
and if one wants to visualize the trends of that phase.
This callback function does not save only these values but
many other values are also stored to visualize every subtle
feature of the training phase. For instance, the complex
structure and the flow of the data between various blocks
of the network can be visualized using the tensorboard
callback. The loss pattern in every epoch can be interpreted
as the same callback. The second member from this list is
the early stopping callback. This function assumes some
predefined constraints like the amount of change that is
required to be made during each epoch in accuracy, the
patience which tells the number of epochs for which even
if there is no change in the accuracy the model would
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Figure 6. Proposed Model Architecture

continue to train. This callback assures that the model is
not going into the training state in which it starts learning
noise from the data with the signals which leads to the
potential case of overfitting. In the training –utilized but
there are 7 total parameters accepted by the early stopping
method. The first parameter is named the monitor which
determines what value to be monitored during training.
It can be loss or accuracy over either set, training set,
or validation set. The next parameter is min delta which
takes the floating point number as a value and defines a
threshold value and if the model does not show a change
in the monitored value according to this parameter training
stops. Though there may be some cases in which a certain
number of epochs may not show the improvements and
training may seem to be of constantly monitored value.
Hence not observing the trends according to min delta,
the training would stop which may be a wrong step. So
to solve this issue the third parameter named patience is
introduced which ensures the training is kept on even if the
model does not show any change for the patience number of
epochs. The fourth parameter is verbose which determines
if the logs are to be printed on the prompt or not. The
next parameter is a mode that specifies the continuation of
the training based on the parameter passed. It can take one
among the 3 parameters named min, max, and auto. The min
parameter stops the training if the monitored value stops
decreasing. In the case of the max parameter, the training
would stop if the monitored value stops increasing. In the
case of the auto parameter, the decision is made on the
go by considering the features of the monitored quantity.
The second to last parameter is the baseline which acts as
a threshold and if the model does not show improvement
over the baseline then the training stops. The last parameter
is restore best weigths which gives the feature to save the
weight of the epoch in which the model achieved the best
magnitude of monitored value.

5. Training Phase
The initialization of the parameters and hyperparameters

succeeded during the training stage. The entire training
stage consists of 8 trials, and each trial has varying epochs
for which the model is trained. For each trial, the number of
epochs used is in order of 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16. The model’s
accuracy is found to be the best if the model is trained for 12
epochs. The selection of the number of epochs for each trial
is determined by the change in the accuracy, which crosses
the predefined threshold value. Defining the threshold also
keeps checking the training trends to ensure that the model
is safe from overfitting. It works in a manner that the
model’s accuracy improves significantly. The accuracies
achieved by the model are then compared to the accuracy
reported by the last trial. If there is an improvement in the
model’s accuracy, then the new number of epochs for the
next trial would be calculated as Epochnew = Epochold + 2.
Suppose the accuracy does not improve in the current trial.
In that case, the training is stopped at the current trial, and
the accuracy achieved is interpreted as the final accuracy
of the model. The accuracy trend for the finalized trial is
shown in figure 5.

It can be interpreted from the graph (see figure 5) that
the accuracy trends on both the splits, training split, and
testing split improve over time with an increasing number
of epochs. The training curve takes the lead in accuracy
for half of the starting epochs but superseded the validation
curve after epoch 7. The converging nature of both curves
indicates that the model does not go into the state where
it starts learning noise, i.e., the model does not go into
the overfitting state. After epoch 8, both the curves almost
superimpose on each other. During further phases, after the
8th epoch, the difference in the accuracy of the model on
validation and training split is negligible.
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Figure 7. Epochs vs. Accuracy

Figure 8. Epochs vs. Loss

The loss trends, for the finalized number of epochs,
on the training dataset split and validation dataset split are
shown in the graph(see fig 6). The decline in the loss across
the increasing number of epochs for both the split also
bolsters the achieved accuracy of the model. For the first
four epochs, the fall in the loss value is constant on both
dataset splits, but after epoch four, the decline is more sharp
but moderate and continuous. Around 80% of epochs, the
decline in the loss curve takes a gradual turn, and both the
training and validation curves can be seen as converging
towards each other and downhill overall.

In figure 7, the varying accuracy percentages are shown
against the trials performed with varying numbers of
epochs. Each bar graph represents the accuracy scored by
the model on the corresponding trial with the given number
of epochs. The close inspection of the graph gives a very
important insight that the model’s accuracy increases as the
trial progresses, and the number of epochs is stacked in
each succeeding trial. The gradual growth in the accuracy
is maintained until the 6th trial when the model achieves
an accuracy of 94.38%, and then the accuracy decreases in
further trials.

Figure 9. Trials vs. Accuracy

6. Testing on Unseen Data and AccuracyMeasures
At the time of dataset splitting, the test split was

assigned a total of 7200 images. Even the distribution of the
samples in each of the 6 classes would keep 1200 samples
in each class. After that, the model sends the split for the
prediction by the model, and the results are reported in table
1, which shows the prediction distribution in the confusion
matrix.

TABLE I. Confusion Matrix

True/Predicted MP ChP SP CoP M H
MP 1117 23 11 34 15 0
ChP 18 1098 23 21 10 30
SP 5 13 1130 14 18 20
CoP 22 9 39 1084 40 6
M 11 51 35 31 1027 45
H 19 11 20 9 7 1134

Where,

MP = Monkeypox

ChP = Chickenpox

SP = Smallpox

CoP = CowPox

M = Measles

H = Healthy

Calculation of Precision, Recall, and F1 score for vari-
ous classes is done as follows:

Precision =
T P

T P + FP

Recall =
T P

T P + FN
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F1S core =
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision + Recall
Using the formulas above the values of Precision, Recall,
and F1 score are calculated for each class of dataset and
the results are reported in table 2.

TABLE II. Accuracy Measure values distribution

Mea-
sure/Class

MP ChP SP CoP M H

Precision 0.94 0.91 0.9 0.91 0.92 0.92
Re-
call(Sensitivity)

0.93 0.92 0.94 0.9 0.85 0.95

F1 Score 0.935 0.915 0.92 0.95 0.883 0.935

As shown in table 2, the F1 score for the Monkeypox
class is 0.935, i.e., the achieved accuracy in the Monkeypox
class is 93.5%. Similarly, the accuracy for the Chickenpox
class is 91.5%, the Smallpox class has an accuracy of 92%,
Cowpox has an accuracy of 95%, the Measles class has an
accuracy of 88.3%, which is the lowest among all, and the
Healthy class reports an accuracy or F1 score as 94%.

7. Results and Discussion
The application of deep learning is not a new con-

cept [29], [32]. Since it began and has grown quickly, many
sub-fields of healthcare are being studied, and many new
ways are being found to solve the problems that still exist in
the medical world. There are neural networks that are built
to do specific jobs, like detecting, classifying, recognizing,
etc. The deep learning-based neural network model is used
to figure out if a person might have monkeypox based on
how their skin looks. This makes sure that the diagnosis is
made quickly and lowers the chance that monkeypox will
be mistaken for another skin disease.

Authorities are worried about what will happen if this
dangerous disease keeps spreading and the number of cases
of monkeypox keeps going up around the world. The dataset
for this model is full of images with lots of details that can
be used to teach the model to spot the disease in the image.
The accuracy rates (see Figure 5) on the validation dataset
or the unknown images show that the trained model can be
used to classify diseases based on images.

The efficiency and accuracy of the model are represented
by the degree to which the curves, training set, and valida-
tion set converge. This means that the model is still learning
from the single and with the noise, and has not entered the
overfitting state. Overfitting can severely degrade the accu-
racy metric on new data sets. Also, as training continues,
the model learns to predict with less and fewer inaccuracies,
as shown by the progressively flatter loss curve (see fig. 6).
The optimum number of epochs is also demonstrated by all
eight trials, which were conducted with different values. If
the model is trained, it outperforms competing options in

the evaluation. Figure 7 shows that after 12 iterations of
training, the model achieves the highest accuracy reported.
On such a boosted dataset, the claimed accuracy of 94.38%
over 12 epochs is reasonable. To validate the efficiency
of the model, the authors have experimented with existing
competent models, and compiled the performance results in
table 3.

TABLE III. Comparison of other methods with the proposed TL-
based method

Method Accu-
racy

Preci-
sion

Re-
call

F1
Score

KNN 0.75 0.72 0.78 0.74
SVM 0.8 0.78 0.82 0.8
Random
Forest

0.85 0.84 0.86 0.85

Traditional
CNN

0.83 0.84 0.83 0.83

Our Method 0.914 0.916 0.91 0.925

In Table 3, the performance of our model to that of
other traditional and neural network-based approaches have
been compared. Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score
are averaged across six dataset classes. The table clearly
demonstrates that our transfer-learning-based InceptionV3
model outperforms other models in every metric. The
influence of depth and fine-tuning is evident in the data.

8. Conclusion and Future Recommendations
The proposed neural-network-based architecture does

a significant and the most crucial job of identifying the
type of skin features and based on the identification, the
model can classify the input image of the skin accordingly.
This identification and the classification of the input skin
images does serve as the primary step, called diagnosis, to
provide the best possible treatment plan. The model also
solves the problem of confusion that may arise because of
the similar appearance of skin features in various types of
diseases. This correct classification saves time and decreases
the potential risk of the wrong treatment because of the
incorrect diagnosis if done in manual mode. Though the
model achieves an accuracy of 94.38% on the unseen
data this can not be considered the perfect score as the
medical domain requires the best possible scores to maintain
assurance and reliability about the entire diagnosis of the
disease. The accuracy can be improved by increasing the
candidate samples in the dataset and the architecture of the
network can also be modified to a certain degree to get
improved accuracy on the unseen data. Some third-party
libraries and modules can be used to deploy this network
on handheld devices like smartphones so the end user can
perform the diagnosis himself.
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